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Project Overview
Objective
The objective of this project is to develop and evaluate alternate concepts for improvements to parking
areas, sidewalks, curb, driveways, site grading, and other associated elements in order to remediate
elements on the Jefferson County Administration and Courts Building site previously identified by
CALCASP, Inc. and Meeting the Challenge (MTC) as not complying with the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). The issues to be remediated at the site have been previously identified by CALCASP, Inc. and
presented in the Site Accessibility Evaluation submitted June 25, 2018 and have undergone subsequent
evaluation by MTC. The primary objective of this phase of the project is to develop and evaluate
preliminary concepts for potential accessible route(s) from accessible parking areas to the Administration
and Courts facility.

Current deficiencies
The alternatives evaluated were developed to remediate the current deficiencies at the Administration
and Courts Facility. These deficiencies are:







No accessible route from the public right-of-way
No accessible route from the bus stop located on Jefferson County Pkwy.
No accessible route from the RTD light rail station boarding area
No accessible passenger drop-off area
No fully accessible parking on-site, due to the parking space itself or its associated route
No covered accessible van spaces

Under Title II of the ADA, Jefferson County has an obligation to address these issues with potentially one
exception - providing covered accessible van parking. Within the 2010 ADA Standards, there is no standard
that specifically states that when covered parking is provided to the public at a facility that it must also be
made accessible to individuals with a disability. However, the Title II Regulations, which are the foundation
of the 2010 ADA Standards, state the following:
§ 35.130 General prohibitions against discrimination


(a) No qualified individual with a disability shall, on the basis of disability, be excluded from
participation in or be denied the benefits of the services, programs, or activities of a public
entity, or be subjected to discrimination by any public entity.

Applying the requirement of §35.130 and the conclusion that protection from the weather is a benefit to
the service of parking, it implies that cover parking would need to be provided for the required accessible
van spaces at the facility. To clarify this potential requirement, MTC contacted the United States Access
Board, the federal agency which develops and maintains the ADA Standards. They had the following
guidance on the issues:
“I do not think it is a good idea to not provide covered parking for the van parking spaces but per the
standard I do not see a violation. Programmatically there maybe a additional requirements [sic] if this is
Title II.”
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Ultimately this issue can be described as a gray area of compliance, but it is the opinion of MTC and
CP&Y that it would be in the best interest of Jefferson County to provide covered parking for the
required accessible van parking spaces. However, it is also the opinion of MTC and CP&Y, that the
primary concern in determining suitability for accessible parking is proximity. This logic will be applied
when evaluating the alternative concepts.

Available Alternatives
In developing concepts to mitigate the identified accessibility deficiencies, several alternatives were
investigated to provide Jefferson County with a choice between reasonable solutions. The alternatives
have been numbered and colored coded to be easily identifiable, they are as follows:
1. Yellow Route
1A. Yellow Route, parking in lower level of parking garage
1B. Yellow Route, potential van parking (adding coverage)
1C. Yellow Route, potential van parking under existing covered structure
1D. Yellow Route, new parking lot
2. Orange Route & parking
3. Purple Route & parking
4. Red Route
4A. Red Route, parking in lower level of parking garage
4B. Red Route, parking in upper level of parking garage (south corner)
5. Green Route & parking
6. Blue Route & parking
During the evaluation process, some alternatives were determined to be essential in achieving
compliance. The Yellow Route* (1) and the Red Route* (4) both need to be brought into compliance
regardless of other alternatives chosen. For this reason, parking along both the Yellow Route and Red
Route are separate sub-alternatives while other alternatives (e.g. 2, 3,5,6) have routes and the associated
parking tied together.
The Yellow Route* (1) and the Red Route (4) have been deemed essential due to the following 2010 ADA
standard:
206.2.1 Site Arrival Points. At least one accessible route shall be provided within the site from accessible
parking spaces and accessible passenger loading zones; public streets and sidewalks; and public
transportation stops to the accessible building or facility entrance they serve.
*If the bus stop on Jefferson County Pkwy. is relocated, this route is no longer required. However, one
accessible route from the public right-of-way is still required. It is the opinion of MTC and CP&Y that the
Yellow Route is the most appropriate to meet this requirement.
Currently, there are 1,234 parking spaces (including 135 allotted parking spaces at the RTD garage) and
28 accessible parking spaces provided at the Administration and Courts Facility. Based off the current
parking space count, the 2010 ADA Standards require 23 accessible spaces, 4 of which need to be van
accessible, to be provided on-site. The purpose of these alternatives is to produce an accessible route
connecting the required 23 accessible spaces to the entrance of the facility.
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Figure 1. Site Map and Alternatives
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Alternatives Scoring Methodology
All alternatives were evaluated using a grading scale for each of the following measures:
 Suitability and Compliance with ADA
1- Most suitable
3- Suitable, but not ideal
5- Not Suitable
 Magnitude of Cost
1- Low cost
3- Moderate cost
5- High cost
 Constructability
1- Easily constructible
3- Constructible with some difficulty
5- Difficult to construct
 Impact to Operations
1- Minor/no impact
3- Moderate impact
5- High impact
 Aesthetics
1- Minor/no impact
3- Moderate impact
5- High impact
The table below illustrates the total score for each alternative, based on the criteria defined above.
Suitability
and
Compliance
with ADA

Magnitude
of Cost

Constructability

Impact to
Operations

Aesthetics

Total
Score

Outcome

1
1

4
3

4
4

1
1

1
1

11
10

Req. Acc. Route

3

5

4

2

2

16

1

3

3

2

1

10

Approx. 4
Covered Van.
Acc. Spaces
Approx. 3
Covered Van
Acc. Spaces

1

4

3

1

1

10

2. Orange Route &
parking

2

3

3

3

1

12

3. Purple Route &
parking

2

3

3

3

1

12

4. Red Route

1
1

3
2

4
4

1
1

1
1

10
9

4

1

1

2

1

9

5

1

1

4

1

12

1

4

4

3

3

15

1.Yellow Route
1A. Parking in lower
level of parking
garage
1B. Potential van
parking (adding
coverage)
1C. Potential van
parking under
existing covered
structure
1D. New parking lot

4A. Parking in lower
level of parking
garage
4B. Parking in upper
level of garage (south
corner)
5. Green Route &
parking
6. Blue Route &
parking

Table 1. Alternative Scoring

Approx. 8 Std.
Acc. Spaces

All required Acc.
Parking and Add.
Site Parking
Approx. 4
Uncovered Van.
Acc. Spaces
Approx. 4
Uncovered Van.
Acc. Spaces
Req. Acc. Route
Approx. 11 Std.
Acc. Spaces
Approx. 6
Uncovered Acc.
Spaces
Approx. 2
Covered Van.
Acc. Spaces and
17 Std.
Approx. 3
Uncovered Acc.
Spaces & an Acc.
Drop-off Area
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Alternatives Evaluation
1. Yellow Route Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
4
Constructability
4
Impact to Operations
1
Aesthetics
1
Total Score
11

This alternative will provide an accessible route from the
public right-of-way and the bus stop on Jefferson County
Pkwy. The 2010 ADA Standards require this route to be
accessible. Addressing this route will also assist in
implementing other sub-alternatives.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

Remarks

1. Excessive cross slope at bus
Redesign and reconstruct
platform
sidewalk and platform.
2. Ramp lacking edge
Redesign and reconstruct ramp South side of ramp only.
protection
handrails.
3. Ramp lacking an
Redesign and reconstruct ramp Majority of ramp will be
intermediate landing
and landing.
reconstructed.
4. Large gap at base of ramp
Redesign and reconstruct ramp. Sidewalk in disrepair.
5. Excessive running slope
Redesign and reconstruct ramp
within a ramp landing
landing.
6. Excessive slope within the
Redesign and reconstruct
entrance door maneuvering
pavers at entrance door.
clearance
Outcome: Compliant route from public right-of-way and the Jefferson County Pkwy. bus stop.
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1A. Yellow Route, Parking in Lower Level of Parking Garage, Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
3
Constructability
4
Impact to Operations
1
Aesthetics
1
Total
10

These spaces are located along the Yellow Route; utilizing
this alternative would capitalize on the requirement to
make the Yellow Route accessible. Since this is where some
accessible spaces are currently located, there is the added
benefit of patrons knowing the location of future
accessible spaces.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

Remarks

1. Excessive running slope on
Redesign and reconstruct ramp. Construct with Yellow Route
ramp
ramps.
2. Insufficient vertical clearance Either reconstruct garage wall
Structural Engineer to evaluate
above ramp OR reconstruct
feasibility of modifying parking
concrete pavement in garage
structure.
and ramp.
3. Trench drain grate - Gap in
Fit with new compliant grate.
Retrofit with ramp
direction of travel
reconstruction.
4. Various parking space
Re-stripe to relocate parking
Reconfigure as shown in
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
spaces, provide access aisles
Appendix A.
no access aisles, non-compliant and add compliant signage.
signage
Outcome: Approximately 8 standard accessible spaces in lower level of north garage.
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1B. Yellow Route, Potential Van Parking (adding coverage), Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
3
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
5
Constructability
4
Impact to Operations
2
Aesthetics
2
Total
16

These spaces are located along the Yellow Route; utilizing
this alternative would capitalize on the requirement to
make the Yellow Route accessible. This alternative would
provide coverage for the parking spaces. However, in
relation to other alternatives achieving a similar outcome,
the location requires more distance to be traveled by an
individual parking here and has a higher magnitude of cost.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

Remarks

1. Various parking space
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
no access aisles, non-compliant
signage
2. No accessible route from
spaces to Yellow Route

Repave parking area, restripe to
provide spaces and access
aisles, add compliant signage.

Finding these spaces may not
be intuitive.

Redesign and reconstruct to add
sidewalk and culvert across
existing drainage swale.
Design and construct freeHigh design cost.
3. Adding coverage for the
standing parking structure.
spaces
Outcome: Approximately 4 covered accessible van spaces.
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1C. Yellow Route, Potential Van Parking Under Existing Covered Structure, Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
3
Constructability
3
Impact to Operations
2
Aesthetics
1
Total
10

These spaces are located along the Yellow Route; utilizing
this alternative would capitalize on the requirement to
make the Yellow Route accessible. This alternative allows
for covered accessible van spaces, while keeping the
distance traveled by an individual parking here lower. This
alternative also has a lower magnitude of cost in relation to
other alternatives achieving a similar outcome.

Deficiencies:
Issue
1. Various parking space
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
no access aisles, non-compliant
signage

Proposed Mitigation

Demo and repave existing
concrete pavement and
infrastructure, restripe to
provide spaces and access
aisles, add compliant signage.
2. No accessible route from
Redesign and reconstruct
spaces to yellow route
concrete pavement as
necessary, add curb ramp.
Outcome: 3 covered accessible van spaces.

Remarks
Some unknowns with existing
infrastructure.
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1D. Yellow Route, New Parking Lot, Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
4
Constructability
3
Impact to Operations
1
Aesthetics
1
Total
10

Constructing a new parking lot located along the Yellow
Route would capitalize on the requirement to make the
Yellow Route accessible. This alternative allows for covered
accessible van spaces by utilizing the existing structure.
This alternative also allows for all accessible parking spaces
to be in a single location, providing operational benefits as
shown in Appendix B. This alternative could also fulfill
other facility needs beyond accessible parking (e.g. electric
vehicle parking, secured parking, etc.). This alternative
would keep the distance to be traveled by an individual
parking here low.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

Remarks

1. Area currently utilized for
ballot and property tax drop
off.
2. Various parking space
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
no access aisles, non-compliant
signage

Construct a parking lot that is in See Appendix B for layout.
conformance with ADA
standards.
Demo and repave existing
Some unknowns with existing
concrete pavement and
infrastructure.
infrastructure as part of the
parking lot construction,
restripe to provide spaces and
access aisles, add compliant
signage.
Outcome: 23 accessible parking spaces (19 standard and 4 van), including 3 covered van spaces.
Approximately 40 additional parking spaces, with the ability to accommodate special parking (e.g.
electric vehicle parking and secured parking).
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2. Orange Route & Parking Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
2
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
3
Constructability
3
Impact to Operations
3
Aesthetics
1
Total
12

To create accessible parking on the top level of the garage,
the spaces will have to be relocated. In relocating, the
accessible route moves to the west entrance driveway to
the garage. The new route would need to be addressed
logistically and/or physically to ensure safe passage for
individuals using the new accessible parking location. This
location would not offer covered parking, as our preliminary
analysis determined adding a covered structure to the
garage would be expensive and/or infeasible.

Deficiencies:
Issue
1. Various parking space
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
non-compliant signage

Proposed Mitigation

Relocate parking spaces to
flatter location, provide access
aisles, compliant signage
addressing the accessible route
within the parking structure.
2. Ramp lacking an
Redesign and reconstruct
intermediate landing and
sidewalk OR add handrails and
handrails
landing. Potentially reconstruct
drive pan.
3. Excessive cross slope on the
Redesign and reconstruct curb
ramp
ramp.
Outcome: Approximately 4 uncovered accessible van spaces.

Remarks
May require conversion to oneway drive and adjusting site
circulation pattern.
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3. Purple Route & Parking Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
2
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
3
Constructability
3
Impact to Operations
3
Aesthetics
1
Total
12

To create accessible parking on the top level of the garage
the spaces will have to be relocated. In relocating, the
accessible route moves to the west entrance driveway to
the garage. The new route would need to be addressed
logistically and/or physically to ensure safe passage for
individuals using the new accessible parking location. This
location would not offer covered parking, as our
preliminary analysis determined adding a covered
structure to the garage would be expensive and/or
infeasible.

Deficiencies:
Issue
1. Various parking space
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
non-compliant signage

Proposed Mitigation

Relocate parking spaces to
flatter area, provide access
aisles, compliant signage and
addressing the accessible route
within the parking structure.
2. Ramp lacking an
Redesign and reconstruct
intermediate landing and
sidewalk OR add handrails and
handrails
landing. Potentially reconstruct
drive pan.
3. Excessive cross slope on the
Redesign and reconstruct curb
ramp
ramp.
4. Vertical change in level
Redesign and reconstruct
exceeding 1/2”
sidewalk.
5. Excessive cross slope at the
Relocate mailbox or redesign
mailbox
and reconstruct pavers.
Outcome: Approximately 4 accessible van spaces.

Remarks
May require conversion to oneway drive and adjusting site
circulation pattern.
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4. Red Route Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
3
Constructability
4
Impact to Operations
1
Aesthetics
1
Total
10

This alternative will provide an accessible route from the
RTD Light Rail station. The 2010 ADA Standards require this
route to be accessible. Addressing this route will also assist
in implementing other sub-alternatives.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

1. Excessive cross slope on
route
2. Excessive running slope on
ramp

Redesign and reconstruct
sidewalk.
Redesign and reconstruct
sidewalk and add landings.

Remarks
Existing ramp conditions satisfy
the requirement for edge
protection.

3. Excessive cross slope at
Redesign and reconstruct
automatic door push plate
pavers.
Outcome: Approximately 4 accessible van spaces.
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4A. Red Route, Parking Lower Level of Parking Garage, Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
2
Constructability
4
Impact to Operations
1
Aesthetics
1
Total
9

These spaces are located along the Red Route; utilizing this
alternative would capitalize on the requirement to make
the Red Route accessible. Since this is where some
accessible spaces are currently located, there is the added
benefit of patrons knowing the location of future
accessible spaces.

Deficiencies:
Issue
1. Handrail lacking extensions

Proposed Mitigation

Redesign and reconstruct
handrails.
2. Insufficient vertical clearance Either reconstruct garage wall
above ramp OR reconstruct
concrete pavement in garage
and ramp.
3. Trench drain grate- Gap in
Fit with new compliant grate.
direction of travel
4. Various parking space
Restripe to relocate parking
deficiencies - excessive slopes,
spaces and, provide access
no access aisles, non-compliant aisles, add compliant signage.
signage
Outcome: Approximately 11 accessible standard spaces.

Remarks
Retrofit extensions or replace
handrail.
Structural Engineer to evaluate
feasibility of modifying parking
structure.

Reconfigure as shown in
Appendix A.
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4B. Red Route, Parking Upper Level of Parking Garage (south corner), Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
4
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
1
Constructability
1
Impact to Operations
2
Aesthetics
1
Total
9

These spaces are located along the Red Route; utilizing this
alternative would capitalize on the requirement to make
the Red Route accessible. This location would not offer
covered parking, as our preliminary analysis determined
adding a covered structure to the garage would be
expensive and/or infeasible. In relation to other
alternatives, this location requires more distance to be
traveled by an individual parking here.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

Remarks

1. Various parking space
Restripe to provide access
deficiencies - no access aisles,
aisles, add compliant signage.
non-compliant signage
Outcome: Approximately 6 accessible standard or van spaces.
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5. Green Route & Parking Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
5
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
1
Constructability
1
Impact to Operations
4
Aesthetics
1
Total
12

This alternative would offer covered parking. However,
altering and maintaining this alternative would require
modification to the current agreement with RTD and some
modifications to the facility. Also, the distance between the
garage and the facility is beyond what seems appropriate
to comply with the ADA. MTC and CP&Y do not
recommend this alternative.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

1. Excessive slopes in the
parking space

Install curb stops.

Remarks

The non-compliant slopes
located in these spaces are at
the head of the space. Since
these spaces are longer than
what is required by building
code, installing a curb stop is
feasible. The curb stop
effectively ends the space
before the non-compliant slope
is realized.
Outcome: Approximately 17 accessible standard spaces and 2 covered accessible van spaces in the RTD
Garage.
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6. Blue Route & Parking Score:
Category
Score
Suitability and Compliance with
1
ADA
Magnitude of Cost
4
Constructability
4
Impact to Operations
3
Aesthetics
3
Total
15

This alternative offers the potential for accessible parking
spaces and an accessible passenger drop-off area.
Currently both are offered, but neither are accessible. Each
item should be made compliant in its entirety or removed
completely. One, or both, items can be executed here.
However, making this area compliant would likely be
difficult and costly as it requires altering the circular
turnaround. MTC and CP&Y are also aware of the
impending security audit of the facility, which may remove
this option from consideration.

Deficiencies:
Issue

Proposed Mitigation

Remarks

1. No access aisles

Redesign and reconstruct drive
pavement, paver sidewalk, and
bollards.

In order to maintain clearance
for vehicles turning around the
circular island, providing access
aisles would require significant
alteration to the paver sidewalk
and circulation area.

2. Non-compliant curb ramps

Redesign and reconstruct curb
ramps.
Outcome: Approximately 3 standard or van accessible spaces and/or an accessible passenger drop-off.
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Conclusions
Our evaluation of the alternatives has yielded the following conclusions:






Due to the requirement of making the Yellow and Red Routes accessible, the alternatives along
these routes are the most appropriate to provide accessible parking.
The slopes on the upper level of the existing parking structures were generally non-compliant.
Although modification to the existing parking structures may be technically feasible, the design
and construction costs are likely to be far greater that other alternatives. This type of
improvement was generally eliminated from the evaluation.
The RTD parking garage does not pose a viable solution to the on-site parking deficiencies. The
most critical criteria in determining suitability with the ADA for accessible parking is proximity,
and the distance from the garage to the facility entrance, in the opinion of MTC and CP&Y, is far
too great.

Recommendations
To meet the requirement of 19 standard accessible spaces and 4 van accessible spaces (23 total) MTC
and CP&Y recommend the following:


Execute alternatives 1 and 4 to provide required accessible routes. In addition:
o Execute alternative 1D to create 23 accessible vehicle spaces (19 standard accessible
and 4 van accessible spaces).
-ORo Execute alternatives 1A and 4A to create 19 accessible standards spaces. Additionally,
execute alternative 1C in conjunction with 4B OR 1B to create 4 van accessible spaces.

Alternative 1C will allow for 3 covered van accessible spaces that are both proximal and cost sensitive
due to capitalizing on the existing structure. To fulfill the remaining 1 van space, 4B is the most
appropriate option. While 4B is slightly further from the entrance than other alternatives, its cost and
impact to operations are lower. 1B could also provide the remaining accessible van space. But with a
higher magnitude of cost and construction difficulty, this alternative is a less desirable option.
Regarding the Blue Route, MTC and CP&Y recommend the following:


In our opinion, it would be in the best interest of the County to provide a compliant accessible
passenger drop-off area. The passenger drop-off area would allow the County to accommodate
a wide range of disabilities and to continue to provide a service which it already offers.
However, if the County administration deems the changes necessary to make this area
compliant unreasonable or infeasible, due to security concerns or budgetary constraints, the
best course of action would be to remove the drop-off area entirely. Leaving this area operating
as a passenger drop-off area, but an inaccessible one, would violate the ADA.

In conclusion, MTC and CP&Y believe the proposed solutions are the most appropriate to remedy the
current deficiencies regarding accessible parking at the Jefferson County Administration and Courts
facility. Upon selection of the alternatives to provide accessible routes and parking at the facility, CP&Y
and MTC will be pleased to advance the project into the design and construction phases.
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Appendix A. Lower Level Accessible Parking Alternatives.
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Appendix B: Combined Accessible Parking Layout for Alternative 1D
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